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Dr. Steven

Davidowitz


Dr. Steven

Davidowitz







An expert in smile design and

veneer smile makeovers

in NYC
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Building Smiles

That Last a Lifetime








The leading Cosmetic Dentistry

in New York
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AWARDS & DISTINCTIONS
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VENEERS, INVISALIGN, 

COSMETIC AND GENERAL

DENTISTRY IN NEW YORK CITY







Welcome to Luxury Dentistry NYC, where our professional team will make your smile dreams come true. We accomplish this by working closely with you from start to finish. Our office, located on the Upper East Side of Manhattan, NY, is one of the top locations for New Yorkers to turn for a beautiful, radiant and healthy smile. The Luxury Dentistry team is always up-to-date on the most advanced technologies, helping you achieve the smile you have always desired.
We provide a full array of dental care, including preventive hygiene visits, routine tooth colored fillings, inlays, onlays and crowns, teeth whitening, implant restorations, porcelain veneers, and full smile makeovers. We were given the title of Elite Invisalign Provider, which placed us in the top 3% of Invisalign providers in the country. This led Dr Davidowitz to create his own clear aligner solution called Mod Mouth.
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OUR SERVICES








At Luxury Dentistry NYC, we know that a smile is a very personal trait, so we work as a team to provide a truly
 personal experience depending on your dentistry needs.
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Veneers Smile Makeover



Everyone wants a movie star smile but few people realize just how easy is it to achieve a flawless smile thanks to cosmetic dentistry…




Read More
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Clear Aligner Teeth

Straightening



Invisalign and Mod Mouth have become hugely popular as a clear alternative to traditional metal braces.




Read More
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Teeth Whitening



Even if you take perfect care of your teeth by brushing, flossing and visiting the dentist as you, should your teeth can still become stained…




Read More
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Evoke



If you are looking for a more youthful skin appearance with no downtime, Evoke treatments in NYC at Luxury Dentistry NYC are ideal.




Read More
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General and Cosmetic

Dentistry



We provide a full array of dental care, including preventive hygiene visits, routine tooth colored…




Read More
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Solea Sleep Snoring

Treatment



If you’re part of the 67% of adults who snore, it’s highly likely to be affecting you, your partner, or your family. Left untreated, snoring can have major effects on physical and mental health




Read More
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Veneers Smile Makeover



Everyone wants a movie star smile but few people realize just how easy is it to achieve a flawless smile thanks to cosmetic dentistry…




Read More
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Clear Aligner Teeth
Straightening



Invisalign  MOD-MOUTH has become hugely popular as a clear alternative to traditional metal braces.




Read More
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Teeth Whitening



Even if you take perfect care of your teeth by brushing, flossing and visiting the dentist as you should your teeth can still become stained…




Read More
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Evoke



If you are looking for a more youthful skin appearance with no downtime, Evoke treatments in NYC at Luxury Dentistry NYC are ideal.




Read More
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General and Cosmetic
Dentistry



We provide a full array of dental care, including preventive hygiene visits, routine tooth colored…




Read More
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Sole Sleep Snoring
Treatment



You are looking for a more youthful skin appearance with no downtime, Evoke treatments in NYC…




Read More

















Veneers Smile Makeover






Everyone wants a movie star smile but few people realize just how easy is it to achieve a flawless smile thanks to cosmetic dentistry…
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FOUNDER OF

MOD MOUTH



Steven Davidowitz developed and co-founded MOD Mouth — an innovative technology created over a period of years and from working with thousands of patients to create a clear aligner program made by dentists, for dentists.




READ MORE









FOUNDER OF

MOD MOUTH



Steven Davidowitz, and Dr. Gary Davidowitz have over 55 years of combined experience as general dentists and as experts in cosmetic dentistry. They developed MOD Mouth — an innovative technology created over a period of years and from working with thousands of patients to create a clear aligner program made by dentists, for dentists.




READ MORE







DR. D IN THE NEWS
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CREATING SMILES

THAT LAST A LIFETIME







Dr. Davidowitz and his team of oral care experts have decades of combined experience. Whether you want to make a check-up appointment for preventative care or want to discuss your aesthetic goals with Dr. D, our team will be happy to help.
If you want to learn more about working with Dr. Davidowitz, get in touch with Luxury Dentistry NYC and book a consultation today.





READ MORE
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PATIENT FEEDBACK











"AMAZING DOCTOR! This is my second review since i first visited the office to start the invisalign process.Just took our my attachments and got my retainers yesterday!! It has been over a year since i have been dealing wit Dr. Davdiowitz. I absolutely love the staff and the office! Everyone is always so friendly and the place is always so clean. You are always seen on time. Life changing decision! LOVE MY SMILE! Just follow and listen to the doctor and you will get amazing results! Anyone who is doing invisalign, GET THE ACCELEDANT! BEST INVESTMENT EVER! Thanks Dr. Davidowitz for everything!!!!“

 Miao J.
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PATIENT FEEDBACK











"The massage during treatment was a great distraction. Everyone was wonderful and gave detailed answers for my concerns.“

Rachel B.
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PATIENT FEEDBACK











"Always love visiting luxury dentistry. The staff is friendly and the service is impeccable“

Deon L.
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PATIENT FEEDBACK











"I have been a patient of Dr. Davidowitz for the past year since I moved back to New York City from San Antonio.  I had started my Invisalign treatment in San Antonio and wanted to find a dentist to continue my treatment.  Initially, scheduling my first appointment was challenging.  Now every time I contact the office, I  always receive a prompt response.  Every person in the office is super friendly and professional.  I love the paraffin hand dip treatment I recieve with every teeth cleaning.  That is an awesome touch!  The office goes out of their way to ensure my experience is a pleasant one.  Thank you!!“

Kristen F.
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PATIENT FEEDBACK











"I was very impressed by the doctor's knowledge and expertise. He was also very patient with me to answer all my questions. I didn't feel rushed at all and I would definitely go back to see him. His office staff is also very friendly!“

Bruce K.
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PATIENT FEEDBACK











"Clean & beautiful office with an incredibly friendly staff. Hygienist and dentist were thorough and efficient. Answered any and all questions. Was seen promptly.“

 Dana L.
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PATIENT FEEDBACK











"I started coming here after purchasing a Groupon for Invisalign. I have been so completely blown away by my experience that once I'm finished with my Invisalign, I will continue going here for dentistry - even though it's really a trek for me to get there from Brooklyn! I have never had to wait more than a few minutes which is unheard of, and it's not like they're not super busy. Drs. Steven and Gary are extremely talented, professional and courteous. I actually look forward to my visits, which is crazy because who likes going to the dentist?“

KATE.
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PATIENT FEEDBACK











"I really liked the staff at the front desk. They helped answer a lot of my questions before the appointment. This was my fourth consultation for invisalign, and Dr. Davidowitz knew more than the other offices about the treatment process - and they had the lowest price. He was very upfront and good about setting my expectations. He let me know about possible unexpected changes in the treatment and costs. He also said that if we needed to order extra invisalign trays that they would be included in the initial invisalign cost. I liked that Dr. Davidowitz and the staff were very upfront and honest.“

Kristen B
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PATIENT FEEDBACK











"Dr. Steven Davidowitz and his staff were all very friendly. My teeth needed a good cleaning and there was almost no pain at all. Luxury Dentistry will definitely be my new permanent dentist!“

 Philip F.
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PATIENT FEEDBACK











"This was my first visit to the dentist in two years. Like most I don't enjoy going, but after my experience today I look forward to coming back. The entire staff is so polite and personable. They make you feel more than comfortable and there are little extras that you wouldn't recieve at other dental offices. Dr. Davidowitz and the hygenist are extremely thorough and informative. My experience starting with the receptionist and ending with the dentist was so enjoyable I will definitely be recommending them to all of my friends and family.“

Kait D.
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"Clean & beautiful office with an incredibly friendly staff. Hygienist and dentist were thorough and efficient. Answered any and all questions. Was seen promptly.“
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"I started coming here after purchasing a Groupon for Invisalign. I have been so completely blown away by my experience that once I'm finished with my Invisalign, I will continue going here for dentistry - even though it's really a trek for me to get there from Brooklyn! I have never had to wait more than a few minutes which is unheard of, and it's not like they're not super busy. Drs. Steven and Gary are extremely talented, professional and courteous. I actually look forward to my visits, which is crazy because who likes going to the dentist?“
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"I really liked the staff at the front desk. They helped answer a lot of my questions before the appointment. This was my fourth consultation for invisalign, and Dr. Davidowitz knew more than the other offices about the treatment process - and they had the lowest price. He was very upfront and good about setting my expectations. He let me know about possible unexpected changes in the treatment and costs. He also said that if we needed to order extra invisalign trays that they would be included in the initial invisalign cost. I liked that Dr. Davidowitz and the staff were very upfront and honest.
“
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We offer a

virtual office

tour.


Click here
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We work with

most dental insurance

plans.


Click here
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Interest — free

financing available for

all cosmetics treatments.


Click here
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Schedule your

appointment online

in minutes.


Click here
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Sign up and receive a FREE E-BOOK: DENTAL VENEERS THE POWER OF TRANSFORMATION
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HOW CAN WE HELP?

GET IN TOUCH.









Name							



Phone No.							



Email							



Message							






SUBMIT
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Luxury Dentistry NYC is the leading cosmetic dentistry practice located in New York City providing patients with outstanding dental care and building smiles that last a lifetime.


	

						
328 East 75th Street, 
New York, NY 10021
	

						
212.759.7535
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BOOK AN APPOINTMENT











4.8 stars based on 1000+ reviews
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